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NEW

Updated list of hand sanitizers not to use

https://youtu.be/OioSLUVfC9M

Extension of the Public Health Order of (07/13) through 08/28/20 with minor modifications as by New Mexico Governor Michell Lujan-Grisham

https://youtu.be/XFPb0VvgKoM


School Re-entry Update as announced by New Mexico Governor Michell Lujan-Grisham

https://youtu.be/dqd3sz9qqYw

Hand Sanitizer Warning in ASL w/subtitles - FDA’s warning hand sanitizer products

https://youtu.be/G0yvQF84spk

Heat Stress Advisory VLOG in ASL with Subtitles

https://youtu.be/wkRw5uwbje0

What to do if you have COVID 19 in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbGaDCpxdFw

NM Governor's Extended Public Health Order 7.1.2020 Vlog in ASL with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FnFKHbzkJh1

NM Governor's Announcement on the Status of Phase 2 VLOG in ASL with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoXNxBBbp1A

What New Mexicans need to know about coronavirus

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q2HKNQAgGbA&t=4s

Face Mask Vlog: More Helpful Tips & Tricks in ASL with Subtitles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltysJys9rPM
Face Mask Vlog: Helpful Tips for Deaf Community in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIjCD29vpR8&t=8s
Face Mask Vlog: Tips & Tricks for DeafBlind Community in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWF_epeDNYo&t=81s
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham's Stay Home Order vlog in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLzq8Rpr2Fk
Face Mask Vlog: Helpful Tips for Hard of Hearing Community in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yKe4RtKHzo
New Mexico to Re-enact Certain Public Health Restrictions VLOG in ASL with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9VZC3JEmGr8
NM Governor's "Soft" Re-opening of Breweries in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=he1zInZRKt8
NM Governor's Announcement on the Status of Phase 2 VLOG in ASL with subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoXNxBbp1A
Governor's 2 Announcements Vlog in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cj7WtNOEI90&t=20s
NM Governor's May 16, 2020 order vlog in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MFG4ADnmNY
Gallup Lockdown Order extended in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txT_Auv0kYM
Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham's Stay Home Order vlog in ASL with Subtitles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLzq8Rpr2Fk